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It is amazing that with the next newsletter I will be relating the news of the week to a whole new 
group of families as we head into the mid-way mark of Winona’s 109th summer and the arrival of 
second session campers. Half season is a time of renewal and excitement as we transition to the new 
group of boys, and inevitably their energy. It will be sad to say goodbye to friends, but as I have 
learned in the past this special place has a way of always bringing us back. We highlighted that exact 

phenomenon in our Sunday Service presentation this week. Winona keeps its grip on you throughout the year, and 
for some, years away, until you once again find yourself back on the shores of Moose Pond. The last week was 
one that was jammed packed and we now hurtle into the second half of the camp season. But before we say 
goodbye to some of the boys, a look back on the week here in Junior camp. 
 

On Wednesday morning, Uncles Jack and Walker, Aunt Laura and Cousin CIT Stephen led a corps of 
adventurers to the north end of Moose Pond to explore the ruins of the fabled Lost City. Campers Lee Huffard, 
Ellis Thompson, Caden Southworth, Daasabre McPhee-Djan, Isaac Greenwald and 
Nuer Bol Rik braved the obstacles of the swamps of the hidden cove, portaging over several 
beaver dams. The group marched the canoes through shallow streams and thick underbrush to 
discover the ruins of the old dam at the north end. The group enjoyed a meal away from camp, 
stories from Uncle Jack and using their investigative skills to discover the ruins. The paddle back 
was into the wind and the group arrived back for cookout both tired and excited from the 
journey. The campers want to go back as the legend tell us that there is more that has yet to be 
discovered. 
 

            Our busy Thursday began with a group of brave campers setting off from the shores of Winona to      
                   travel to Loon Isle campsite at the south end of the lake. Uncles Jonathan, Eric and Robbie 

brought Corliss Ordway, Ben Lemieux, Henry Garnett, David Phillips, Eli 
Shifrin, Tom Spater, Lyon Hancock, Jordi Quirch and Phelps Henry on the 
adventure. The group enjoyed great swims, sandy beaches, delicious meals and 
shared jokes and some scary stories around the campfire. The group had a 
challenging paddle up the lake to the campsite, but worked hard to navigate with 
the head winds. The counselors wanted special recognition to 
go to Corliss for ably sterning the one all-camper canoe, with 
his able crew of Eli and Tom also deserving a shout out. After 
the tough paddle the kids got a surprise visit from The BAT 
when he dropped off a forgotten tent and gave the kids a 

rather loud wake-up call by photobombing a group shot. We can attest that the picture will go 
down in Winona lore as a classic. The trip was a hit and all the campers returned with stories 
that went far beyond The BAT showing. 
 

On Thursday Uncles Lime and Branden led Ike Dutton, Matthew Gasperini, Lee Huffard, Xander 
Krauskopf, Ellis Thompson and Graham Wilson on the annual Junior Winona trip to Doublehead Mountain 
(3057 ft.). This trip features an interesting hike, great views and an overnight stay at the Doublehead Cabin.  
Some threatening weather finally materialized as an evening thunderstorm brought lots of rain down around the 
sheltered group. Coming through the storm unscathed, the boys got to see a beautiful rainbow and some dramatic 
cloud formations from their lofty perch. The next morning revealed another amazing view of low ground fog in the 
direction of camp and far reaching vistas. Before the final descent to the trailhead yet another view was enjoyed 
by the group from the summit of South Doublehead. All the boys returned with smiles for a job well done. 
 

Under the direction of Uncles Adam and Cam the Junior soccer team traveled 
to Camp Owatonna on Thursday for an intense soccer match. Conrad Dube, JB 
Estes, Felix Saujet, Keven Morel Perez, Daasabre McPhee-Djan, David 
Steinbrick, Nicolas Hernandez, Camden Hawkes, James Gasperini, Nuer 
Bol Rik, Lorenzo Vannoni, Rowan Pedraza and Ward Jenkins all displayed 
teamwork and sportsmanship throughout the evenly matched contest. The game 
ended in a tie and went to a penalty kick shoot-out to decide the outcome. 
Conrad put away the winning penalty shot and Ward played spectacularly in goal 

during the extra frame to preserve the Winona victory. The coaches also mentioned Rowan and JB for their skilled 
play. Upon their return to camp, Uncles Adam and Cam spoke glowingly about all the players as they described the 
action.  Well done, boys! 
 

                              (Over for more news!!) 

       Greetings from Junior winona !  

The junior times 

July 20, 2016 
 

Editors Note: Your son’s unit’s weekly Newsletter may also be accessed online: http://winonacamps.com/welcome-parents/unit-

newsletters. Please note that in the weekly unit Newsletters, we focus primarily on out-of-camp trips and sporting competitions 

which are just a small part of the entire program here at Winona.  

    You can find current photos of Winona by visiting us on our Facebook page (Winona Camps – Maine). 
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Saturday morning found the Junior soccer team going to Camp Indian Acres.  Uncles Adam 
and Cam brought Felix Saujet, JB Estes, Conrad Dube, Lucas Tchelikidi, Ike Dutton, 
Jordi Quirch, Liam Tobin, Keven Morel Perez, Eli Shifrin, Isaac Greenwald, Tom 
Spater, Rowan Pedraza and Aidan Tomlinson for the showdown and a chance to extend 
the team’s record to 3-0. The match was an extremely entertaining event with Winona coming 
out on top, 3-2. JB and Eli kept constant pressure on the offensive end, with Eli pulling off a 

hat trick, scoring all three goals. Ike’s defense was second to none as he helped hold off some furious late rallies 
from the opposing team. Tom anchored the back of the defense as goalie and all the players showed grit and 
determination while protecting the lead to the final whistle. The team also displayed the trademark sportsmanship 
we expect from a Winona crew. Great work to all members of the team! 
 

On Saturday, Uncle Drew took Lyon Hancock, Renzo Martinez, Felix Saujet, Michael Lu, JB Estes, Leon 
Sohmen-Pao and Koa Brown to the Intermediate/Senior tennis courts for our first match of the session. 

The boys faced off against their counterparts from Camp Agawam in three singles matches and two 
doubles matches. Lyon, Renzo and Felix played in the singles matches, while Michael/JB and Leon/
Koa represented Winona in the doubles format. Both doubles matches were Winona victories and the 
singles representatives fought valiantly before Winona succumbed in the final deciding match. 
Winona lost the contest 3-2 but all the boys played hard and represented Junior with aplomb.  
 

Saturday night found Junior once again gathered for our traditional campfire. The campers belted out some camp 
songs, solved mysteries and shared memories from the week. Tent 3 (Lyon Hancock, Grady Hillerich, David 
Phillips, Hilton Sampson, Lorenzo Vannoni), Tent 7 (Sam Evans, Henry Garnett, Thomas Gasperini, 
Ryan Hays, Jordi Quirch) and Tent 8 (Peter Berlizov, Henry Hoffman, Nathan Monchik, John Proulx) all 
took part in presenting tent skits to the unit. The Moustache Men once again shared some jokes, and knock-knock-
knuckles graced us with his unique style of delivering traditional knock knock jokes. Uncles Drew and Chip 
entertained the group with another creative Top Ten list. All the campers participated in solving two-minute 
mysteries with Aunt Nancy and the counselors once again recognized our “Men of Distinction”. We were very 
impressed with the heartfelt comments of the counselors that were shared in front of the unit. Uncle Walker 
ended the campfire with an acoustic rendition of a song on his guitar. 

Thanks to all for their participation, making this weekly event a success. 
 

On Sunday the Junior unit was responsible for Sunday Service, our traditional event before the big Sunday dinner.  
Junior chose to highlight the traditions that exist here at camp and how they connect the past to our present. This 
theme was presented in a whimsical manner; all the participants did well delivering their lines. At any age it can be 
a scary thing to get in front of a large audience and the group displayed courage by getting up on stage and 
presenting a very polished production. 

The following counselors and campers contributed to the Service: 

Counselors that participated were Uncles Jeff, James C., Rob, Cam, Connor, Eric, James G., Lime, Nick, 
Chip, Julian, Walker with Aunts Nancy and Laura. 

Campers that participated by getting up on stage were Peter Berlizov, Nuer Bol Rik, Andrew Chen, Ike 
Dutton, Lyon Hancock, Ryan Hays, Phelps Henry, Henry Hoffman, Ben Lemieux, Renzo Martinez, 
David Phillips, Hilton Sampson, Felix Saujet, Henry Sloss, Leif Sonne and Aidan Tomlinson. 
 

Monday had our first half Umbagog honors canoe trip depart from the shores. This trip is by invitation and rewards 
those campers that have exhibited behaviors on canoe trips that put them in a special 
category. Uncles Jonathan, Walker and Julian led Graham Wilson, Phelps Henry, 
Rowan Pedraza, Caden Southworth, Ben Lemieux, Ryan Hays, Ellis Thompson, 
Daasabre McPhee-Djan and Henry Sloss on a three-day, two-night expedition. The boys 
learned outdoor living skills while paddling in the beautiful wilderness of Maine and New 
Hampshire. The campers experienced some windy conditions on the lake but paddled hard 
and fought through it. The trippers had scrumptious meals, clear nights and lots of fun in 

the great outdoors. After dinner, on both nights, the campers told stories and jokes by the fire, played games and 
Uncle Walker brought out his guitar. The boys returned to Winona with great memories of what they had 
experienced during the longest trip of the first half. 
 

On Monday the mountain trippers were at it again as Uncles Lime, Branden and Adam led Matthew 
Gasperini, John Proulx, Elijah Nacht, David Steinbrick and Aidan Tomlinson to 3910’ Mount Webster on 
the east side of Crawford Notch in New Hampshire. The trailhead is just below the Saco Lake, which is the source 
of the Saco River. This is the highest summit of any trip in the first session of camp. The boys saw a mountain 
pool, followed by a dramatic view of Crawford Notch and some menacing looking skies covering Mount 
Washington, some eight miles away. Though fairly warm on the top, the boys knew it was time to leave when the 
wind on the exposed ridge began to increase. The skies remained stable on the ride back, so the group had a 
chance for a refreshing swim in the waters of the Saco River. 
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On Tuesday, the Junior Winona baseball team consisting of Corliss Ordway, Tom Spater, 
Ike Dutton, Ward Jenkins, Michael Lu, Jordi Quirch, Koa Brown, Lee Huffard, 
Renzo Martinez and Henry Garnett traveled with Uncles Eric and Cam to Camp Indian 
Acres for a showdown. The coaches pitched, which allowed for quite an offensive display. 
After putting up two runs in the top of the first, Winona surrendered five runs in the bottom 
of the first through a number of unfortunate errors. After getting the butterflies out of their 
stomachs, the Winona boys buckled down and solidified the defense. Ike had a highlight reel 

of gold glove plays at shortstop, while Koa and Tom had the third to first connection working to perfection for 
multiple outs. Big hits came from the top to the bottom of the lineup, with each player reaching base at least once 
during the game. Going into the top of the sixth inning Winona found itself trailing by three runs. Renzo cut the 
deficit to two with a smart play on the base paths and then Winona narrowly escaped a runners on second and 
third situation to keep the game within reach. In the top of the final inning Winona needed two runs to try and 
send the game into extra innings. Corliss ripped a RBI single, scoring Tom to cut lead in half. Unfortunately for the 
Winona boys, the last out of the game was made with a runner sixty feet from home and the tie. Even though the 
boys were disappointed they displayed amazing sportsmanship in defeat! A rematch is already on the books for 
next year. 
 

Full Chipmunks this week were awarded to Michael Lu, Sam Evans, Leif Sonne, Lucas Tchelikidi and Corliss 
Ordway. The boys have been working hard in all the activities. Many of the boys have advanced into the Beaver 
and Eagle requirements at the activities, which are harder and take longer to accomplish. We have many boys 
close to full Beaver status and I hope to report those next week. 
 

In other award news, the boys of Tent 10 (Paul Devillard, Xander Krauskopf, Corliss 
Ordway, Graham Wilson) received top honors and the Best Tent award. The boys were excited 
for the recognition and extra lodge that goes with the award to the cleanest cabin or tent of the 
week. Uncle Jas was very proud of the top-notch work of his group as they exhibited outstanding 
teamwork and dedication. All the campers in the unit are doing well with keeping their tents and 
cabins looking shipshape this summer. Keep working hard, boys! 

 

The tribal competition is heating to a boil in Junior. Tom Spater, Jordi Quirch and Ward Jenkins all had stick 
captures this past week. I don’t remember a summer where all the tribes were as close at this point in the 
competition. We have had a plethora of successful showings this week as the leaders and their advisors are 
coming up with more and more creative ways to “show” the stick and receive points. All the boys have been doing 
a great job in the tribal competitions and it will be exciting to see how the transition to second half affects the 
standings. I certainly can’t wait to see who takes the lead in the second half and receives the recognition of the 
banner. 
 

The sun is shining, the breezes are blowing and the boys are off at the many activities here in Junior as I write. 
This afternoon we look forward to the “Winona 500”, a new take on a very old tradition. I promise more details on 
this exciting event in the next newsletter. Until next week, or for some of you, next summer… 
 

Uncle Jim Morse 

Junior Unit Director (Wi 1982-1989, 1991-1995, 2008-2016) 

The BAT 1991 
 

 


